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Released in 2014, FolieS! is a purely instrumental CD featuring the favourite instrument of Les Passions’s
musical director – the recorder.
In 2016 , Magnificat à la Chapelle Royale dedicated to Antoine-Esprit Blanchard, with three “motets à grand
choeur,” two of which have never been released. Recorded in Montpellier in coproduction with Radio France
has received rewards such as Le choix de France Musique, 5 Diapasons, 4 Etoiles Classica, la Clé du Mois de Resmusica..

Discovering Regional Musical Heritage: The Masters of Southern French Baroque.
By virtue of his in-depth musicological and historical research, and considerable re-creation studies into
forgotten or lost scores, Jean-Marc Andrieu has established himself as being the Jean Gilles specialist. His
recent discoveries have led him to revive unpublished works by the composer Antoine-Esprit Blanchard,
on stage as on CD.
In 2016, to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of Les Passions, under the honorary chairmanship of Gilles
Cantagrel, several events has been organized in Montpellier, Toulouse and Montauban, including concerts,
academic conferences, exhibitions, lectures and so on.

Residency and Backing
The Les Passions Orchestra has a residency in Montauban. It is subsidised by the City of Montauban, the
Urban Community of Grand Montauban, The General Council of Tarn-et-Garonne and the City of Toulouse.
The ensemble receives grants from the Occitanie Region and the Ministry of Culture and
Communication/Prefect of the Occitanie Region. It regularly receives support for its recordings from
Spedidam, the French Institute and Adami. It is a member of the Bureau Export, Profedim and Fevis.

Jean-Marc Andrieu Recorder Player and Conductor
Jean-Marc Andrieu began his musical studies at the Toulouse
National Regional Conservatoire, where he obtained first prizes in
recorder, chamber music and musical theory. He continued his
musicological studies at the same establishment. He developed a
passion for early music and honed his recorder playing and
performance skills at the Sweelinck Academy in Amsterdam.
He holds Certificates of Aptitude in recorder playing, choral
conducting and academy direction. Jean-Marc Andrieu has
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been Director of Montauban Conservatoire since 1991.
In 1986 in Toulouse, he formed a Baroque instrumental ensemble which has enjoyed growing renown.
It became known as the Orchestre Baroque de Montauban in 1991, and then Les Passions in 2003. In
addition to great works and known pieces from the Baroque repertoire, Jean-Marc Andrieu endeavours to
revive works which have never been released before or have been forgotten. He shows the explorer’s spirit,
unearthing rare scores for which he carries out extremely important re-creation research. His onstage and
recorded version of the complete works of Jean Gilles is an international benchmark.
In 2016, he is showcasing Antoine-Esprit Blanchard, adding a further stone to the edifice of Southern French
Baroque music.
Jean-Marc Andrieu enthusiastically continues his research into discovering regional heritage (Toulouse,
Dukes of Aiguillon, Montauban, Provence, Languedoc, and so on).
His dual skills as conductor and choirmaster lead him to take part on a regular basis in programs and
recordings of Baroque and opera music both in France and abroad. He is frequently invited to be a member on
competition panels.
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